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P Financial Disclosure

< Confidential Disclosure

< Public Disclosure

P Gift Acceptance Issues

< Widely Attended Gatherings

< Free Attendance

< Meals, receptions...

P Official Duty Activities

P Outside Activities

P Hatch Act (political activities)

P Social Media

P Misuse of Position

Topic Areas
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PThe Washington Post

PENRON, Jack Madoff, Rep. Rangel, Jack
Abramoff.......

PCommon Sense

PThe law

Why Ethics?
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P“If you should once forfeit the confidence
of your fellow citizens, you can never
regain their respect and esteem.”
< Abraham Lincoln

P“Relativity applies to physics, not ethics.”
< Albert Einstein

P“A man without ethics is like a wild beast
loosed upon this world.”
< Albert Camus

Ethics Quotes
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P§ 201 - “Bribery and illegal gratuities”
< No receipt of value for being influenced

P§ 203 and 205 - “Representational services”
< No appearances on behalf of someone else to the government

P§ 207 - “Post employment”
< Some restrictions on representing others in certain matters (”ask”)

P§ 208 - “Main” conflict of interest statute
< Cannot participate in anything that would affect your own financial

interests or those of a spouse, dependent child, organization, etc.
< Waivers possible for certain things

P§ 209 - “Salary payable only by the U.S. govt.”
< Employees banned from working for foreign governments, including

some universities
< Foreign Gifts and Decorations Act; Emoluments Clause
< Ban on gifts beyond minimal value

Conflict of Interest Laws
“18 U.S.C.” - A criminal Statute
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One sort of conflict
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Is this a conflict??
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P In order to ensure the integrity of the federal government there
are policies and guidelines based on federal laws and
government-wide and agency-specific regulations which
govern the activities of staff, including financial disclosure and
various activities with outside organizations, e.g., outside
activities, gift exceptions (awards, honorary degrees), and
seeking outside employment. 

P It is federal policy to avoid conflicts of interest, or the
appearance of such conflicts.

P Conflict of interest (COI) means anything that could impair the
individual’s objectivity or create an unfair competitive
advantage for any person or organization

P A COI is more than individual bias.  There must be an interest,
usually financial, that could be directly affected by an
employee’s work.

Policy
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P Employees who have any fiduciary responsibility are
required to file financial disclosure reports.

P Information reported on financial disclosure forms is
used to determine matters for which an employee must
be disqualified under the criminal conflict of interest
statute and matters for which a waiver may be granted

P Information reported is:

< Confidential (for non-senior employees)

< Essential to protect the employee from inadvertently
violating any criminal COI laws

P Current year’s forms are reconciled with previous year’s
forms

Financial Disclosure
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PProcess Issues - first page
< New or annual entrant box not checked
< If new entrant, date of appt. not entered
< Other demographic info not included

– Grade, e-mail, etc.

< Not all boxes checked in Step 2: Parts 1 thru 5
< Box checked “yes” but no corresponding

entry in that part
< Form not signed/dated by emplyee
< Form not signed/dated by supervisor

OGE-450

Confidential Financial Disclosure Form
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PPart I (Assets and Income) Issues
< An investment entry listed without any of the underlying

reportable assets being specified
– IRA, 401k, TIAA/CREF, SEP-IRA, retirement account, stock trading

account (such as eTrade)

< Salary for an outside activity included without a HHS-520 on
file

< Retirement account without a corresponding entry in Part IV
< Life insurance listed without an indication of the type

– Whole, term, variable, universal

< Variable life insurance listed without any of the underlying
reportable assets being specified

< Annuity listed without any of the underlying reportable
assets being specified

< Incorrectly or inadequately-named asset (stock, mutual
fund)

< Previous employer is an academic institution
– This typically means that there is a retirement account (such as

TIAA/CREF) but no corresponding entry in Part IV

OGE-450
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PPart I (Assets and Income) Issues
< Over-Reporting

– Federal government salary, savings account, Thrift Savings Plan, term
life insurance, federal securities, etc.

< Lack of clarity between “diversified” and “sector” fund
< Name of asset not sufficient to allow identification

– Ex.  Vanguard Bond Fund, T. Rowe Price mutual funds

< “Trust” listed but with no indication of underlying reportable
assets

< ESOP (Employee Stock Ownership Plan) listed but with no
indication of underlying reportable assets

< Real estate listed as an asset that is not used as an
investment (income-producing) property

< Spouse salary not listed
< Spouse’s “401k” or “IRA” listed but with no indication as to

whether there are underlying reportable assets
< Spouse’s employer necessitates a Memorandum of Caution

being issued to employee

OGE-450
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P Part II (Liabilities) Issues
< Mortgage (granted from a standard financial institution) listed 
< Student loan listed as a liability

P Part III (Outside Positions) Issues
< Outside position with a professional organization listed but not

clear whether filer is a member (no permission necessary) or an
officer (requires permission)

< Outside position listed without a corresponding HHS-520 on file
< Beneficiary of a trust listed as a position (which is not reportable)

in contrast to being a trustee (which is reportable)
– Trust beneficiaries must, however, list the name of the trust in Part I, along with any

reportable underlying assets

P Part IV (Agreements or Arrangements)
< Retirement account listed with:

– No indication of whether there are reportable underlying holdings
– No “Terms of Agreement or Arrangement”

P Part V (Gifts and Travel Reimbursements)
< Federal government travel listed (incorrectly) as a gift

OGE-450
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PCover Page - Process Issues
< No specific “Date of Appointment” listed
< Reporting status box not checked
< Calendar year covered by the report not listed
< Specific termination date (if appropriate) not

listed
< Report not dated or signed

SF-278

Public Financial Disclosure Form
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PSchedule A (Assets and Income)
< Assets listed with:

– No indication of the Type or Amount of the Income

– Name too highly abbreviated or incomplete so that it cannot be
identified with certainty (ex. “iShares”)

– Name similar to, but different than, the name on the previous year’s
form (remember -current forms are reconciled with previous forms)

< Asset listed but not clear whether it is a stock or a salary
< Asset listed but item did not appear on previous year’s report

and there is no entry in Schedule B, Part I (Transactions) to
indicate that it has been purchased

< Asset listed on previous year’s form but not on the current
year’s form and there is no entry in Schedule B, Part I
(Transactions) to indicate that it has been sold

< Thrift Savings Plan listed as an asset

– If this is the U.S. goverment TSP then it need not be listed, is
considered to be over-reporting, and should be redacted

SF-278
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PSchedule A (Assets and Income) - cont.
< “IRA,” “Mutual fund,” “Investment Account” or “401k” listed

as an asset but no information about underlying holdings
– Name
– Value
– Type of Income
– Amount of Income
– Whether asset is an EIF or not

< Entry made for “insurance” but no indication as to the type
(whole, term, universal, variable) or the underlying assets (if
appropriate, such as for variable life policies)

< Income listed from a book publisher, or an indication that the
asset is royalties, but no corresponding entry in Schedule C,
Part II (Agreements or Arrangements) about the details of the
royalty arrangement, including:
– City and State of publisher
– Name of contact individual, along with their title
– Formula used to calculate how royalties are paid
– Date and month when royalties began to be paid

SF-278
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PSchedule A (Assets and Income) - cont.
< Brokerage statement submitted listing assets

– However, such statements often do not include sufficient information
to meet the regulations in terms of the disclosure requirement or
reporting period

< TIAA/CREF listed, but not the specific underlying assets along
with details about each one.  In addition, since TIAA/CREF is
typically the result of a retirement account a corresponding
entry may need to be made in Schedule C, Part II (Agreements
or Arrangements)

< Specific information about spouse or dependent children
(such as names, addresses, ages, etc.) included.  This would
need to be redacted before the report could be released and
should therefore not be included. 

SF-278
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PSchedule B, Part I (Transactions)
< There are no entries and the “None” box has not been checked
< Incomplete information about the transaction

– Type (purchase, sale, exchange)
– Date of transaction
– Amount of transaction

PSchedule B, Part II (Gifts, Reimbursement
and Travel Expenses)
< There are no entries and the “None” box has not been checked
< Official duty incorrectly included

PSchedule C, Part I (Liabilities)
< There are no entries and the “None” box has not been checked

SF-278
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PSchedule C, Part II (Agreements or
Arrangements)
< There are no entries and the “None” box has not been checked
< A statement has been made, but it is unclear and/or ambiguous
< Discrepency with previous year’s form where a retirement account

has been listed but does not appear on the current year’s form

PSchedule D, Part I (Positions Held Outside
U.S. Government)
< There are no entries and the “None” box has not been checked
< Position(s) listed but no corresponding HHS-520 on file

PSchedule D, Part II (Compensation in
Excess of $5,000 Paid by One Source)
< There are no entries and the “None” box has not been checked

SF-278
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POfficial Duty Activities are those activities performed by an
employee as part of, or an extension of, regular official
responsibilities.

PAny official work performed with an outside organization
must also be consistent with the authority and mission of the
agency.
<But not with an organization that engages in lobbying or takes public

positions on controversial issues involving the ONC

<Since this is official duty the employee can use non-confidential official
information:
– that is available to the public including from current work or work performed during the

last 12-month period
– that is associated with previous work (prior to the last 12 months) even if it has not been

publically disclosed
– that involves any on-going or announced ONC policy, program or operation. 

POfficial duty activities and outside activities cannot be
performed with the same organization

Official Duty Activities
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P Manuscript review

P Serving on an editorial board or editing a multi-author textbook
< But no budget, management or personnel responsibilities

< Could be a COI if author is a grantee

P Clinical practice

P Adjunct faculty (but COI with institution for at least one year)

P Presenting Grand Rounds lectures
< Speaking/attending professional organization’s events

P Grant review for other govt agencies if no ONC funds involved

P Member of a professional organization
< Being an officer requires a waiver

P Making a presentation at a lay or professional organization
meeting

P And, of course, no compensation of any type

Examples of (possible) Official Duty
Activities
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P Outside activities are not related to your current work

P There must be no use of government resources or official title

P Outside activities involving professional work require advance approval
from your Deputy Ethics Counselor (via the HHS-520) before they can
be performed

P Approval is granted for only one year at a time and renewal is required
prior to the end of the currently approved time frame

P All outside activities must be reported annually (HHS-521)

P Some outside activities do not require advance approval:
< Letters to the editor

< Homeowners Association Officer/Board Member

< Holiday cashier at a department store

P Always ask your ethics official!

Outside Activities
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P All requests for approval of outside activities are
routed to the supervisor
< For review, and to approve or deny

P Discuss with employee and, if needed, seek advice
from your ethics official

P Two types of supervisory review
< Supervisory management review

– Is activity more appropriate as official duty?
– Will the time required exceed what is available using leave?

< Supervisory ethics review
– Will a conflict arise between the relationship the employee

has with the outside organization and his/her duty to the
ONC?

– Will a conflict require disqualification that will effectively
prevent the employee from performing critical official duties?

Role of the Supervisor in OA Requests
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P Some gifts are permissible and some are not

P A gift is anything of value and includes:
< Discounts, entertainment, hospitality, loans, training,

transportation, travel, lodging, meals...

P A gift is not:
< Modest items of food (soft drinks, coffee, donuts..)
< Items of little intrinsic value (plaques, certificates...)
< Awards and prizes given to competitors in contests

or events
< Anything for which the government pays 
< Any gift accepted by the government (e.g., sponsored

travel)
< Anything for which the employee pays market value   

Gifts
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P A Widely Attended Gathering (WAG) is a meeting, conference, or other
event which is attended by either a large number of people from
throughout an industry or profession, or by those representing a wide
range of interests.

P The ethics issue involved concerns those instances when an employee is
invited to a WAG and offered free attendance. An offer of free attendance
is considered a gift.

P The WAG exception to the gift prohibition permits free attendance at
certain widely attended gatherings. Obtaining permission to accept these
gifts protects the employee from possible accusations of accepting 
inappropriate gifts.

P Key Points:
< Free attendance may include a waiver of all or part of the conference or other fee or the

provision of food, refreshments, entertainment, instruction and materials furnished to all
attendees as an integral part of the event.

< Free attendance does not include travel expenses, lodgings, entertainment collateral to the
event, or meals taken other than in a group setting with all other attendees.

< Unless the government has traveled the employee to the location for business or
professional reasons, travel, necessary lodging, and other expenses are to be borne by the
employee.

< Employee may need to take leave to attend if during business hours.

Widely Attended Gatherings
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POrganizations frequently plan receptions and other events to coincide
with professional meetings hosted by another entity or group.

PEvents which are part of the meeting but supported by other
organizations are not considered separate events.
< Ex.  Afternoon breaks sponsored by a pharmaceutical company are part of the meeting and not a

separate event

PHowever, events which are not planned or managed by the organization
that planned the professional meeting require permission for the
employee to attend.
< Ex.  An evening reception hosted by a pharmaceutical company

P If an event is on the official meeting program then it is generally
considered to be part of the meeting.

P It is up to the employee to know the criteria for a WAG since they may
discover on their arrival at the meeting that other non-meeting events
are being held.
< The employee can call their DEC or EC to obtain permission to attend or, if after business hours,

decide to attend (based on their own ethics analysis) and then immediately contact the DEC or EC
upon their return to the office to document attendance   

Attendance at Activities Collateral to
Another Event
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P Ordinarily a full meal would be considered a gift. 
However, if the meal is associated with a speech that
you will be giving it is permissible and is not
considered to be a gift

P Similarly, if you are a speaker at a conference seminar
or training session conference fees may be waived on
the day of your presentation.

P Free attendance on days other than when you speak, or
for attendance at other meals requires approval via the
Widely Attended Gathering (WAG) exception to the gift
rules.

Meals
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P You are invited to speak at the one day
Conference of Data Inputers.  Like all other
speakers you will receive free attendance at the
conference.  This includes a waiver of the
registration fee and lunch from the sponsor of
the event.

P Is this gift acceptable?

Gift Example #1
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P Yes.  When an employee is assigned to
participate as a speaker they can accept free
attendance at the event, provided:
< They speak on behalf of the agency
< Gift is only for the day of the presentation

P Free attendance includes the provision of food,
entertainment and material given to all attendees
as part of the event. 

Gift Example #1 Answer
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P An employee is compensated by the federal
government to perform their official duties and they
may not accept any other compensation from an
outside source to perform these duties.

P However, this does not include travel or per diem
expenses with prior approval under the HHS-348
sponsored travel process since sponsored travel is a
gift to the agency and not to the employee.

P Since sponsored travel is official duty government
resources can be used and leave need not be taken.

Sponsored Travel
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P Certain employees may engage in some political
activities but are still NOT permitted to:

< Solicit, accept or receive a donation or contribution for a partisan
political party

< Be candidates for public office in partisan political elections
< Solicit or discourage the participation in any political activity of anyone

who has business pending before their employing office
< Engage in political activity on duty, in any federal room or building,

while wearing a uniform or official insignia, or using any federally
owned or leased vehicle, including
– Distributing or displaying campaign materials or items
– Performing campaign-related chores
– Wearing or displaying partisan political buttons, T-shirts, signs, or other items
– posting a comment to a blog or a social media site that advocates for or against a partisan political

party, candidate for partisan political office, or partisan political group
– using any e-mail account or social media to distribute, send, or forward content that advocates for or

against a partisan political party, candidate for partisan political office, or partisan political group

< Host, invite others to, or collect contributions for political fundraisers

P Never forward a political e-mail

Hatch Act

Prohibited Political Activities
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P Certain employees may engage in some political
activities and ARE permitted to:

< Be a candidate for public office in nonpartisan elections (ex.  School
board)

< Register and vote as they choose
< Assist in voter registration drives
< Contribute money to politcal campaigns, political parties, or partisan

political groups
< Attend political fundraising functions
< Hold office in political clubs or parties
< Sign and circulate nominating petitions
< Distribute campaign literature in partisan elections
< Express opinions about candidates or issues

– If the expression is political activity, however – i.e., activity directed at the success or failure of a
political party, candidate for partisan political office, or partisan political group – then the
expression is not permitted while the employee is on duty, in any federal room or building, while
wearing a uniform or official insignia, or using any federally owned or leased vehicle 

P If you have specific questions, please ask the
ONC Ethics Office for guidance

Hatch Act

Permitted Political Activities
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PWhat are social media?
< “Social media” are interconnected, multi-directional means of communication that allow

sharing of informative content, preferences, and views among individuals and groups.
< Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Linkedin...
< The Office of Management and Budget issued an Open Government Directive

encouraging federal agencies to adopt innovative tools, such as Twitter, YouTube, and
other social media sites, to enhance inter-agency collaboration, increase transparency,
and foster citizen participation in agency decision-making. 

PUsing Social Media in an official capacity
< When you communicate using social media (or any other medium) in an official

capacity, you represent HHS and may state only authorized messages.
< It is really no different than standing at a podium delivering a cleared speech at an

approved conference venue.
< Do not: fundraise for any particular charity or cause; release any non-public information;

endorse products, services or groups; imply government saction of other people’s
activities

PUsing Social Media in a personal capacity
< When you use these same social media in a personal capacity, you act as a private

individual who can express personal opinion on matters of public concern, subject to
certain limitations (such as the Hatch Act political fundraising prohibitions applicable to
all federal employees even during off-duty hours).

Social Media
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P You own $55,000 in a pharmaceutical company’s stock. Can you post on
HHS’s official Facebook site that this company does a superior job in
manufacturing and should be awarded FDA approval for the medication
it is currently testing?
< No.  You have a financial conflict of interest. In addition, this would represent inappropriate

endorsement of a particular organization, service, or enterprise. 

P YouTube is a subsidiary of Google. You own $65,000 in Google stock
and are asked to join a team to decide whether HHS should keep its
YouTube channel or move to another social medium. Can you
participate in this assignment?
< No.  Due to a financial conflict of interest, you cannot join this team and participate in the

decision. 

P You serve in your spare time on the fundraising committee of Kinder
World, a non-profit organization that operates day care centers. As an
ONC employee, can you post an official notice on the agency’s
Facebook page that ONC is seeking grant applications from day care
centers?
< Yes.  Because you are not an officer, director, trustee, or employee of Kinder World, its financial

interest in receiving a grant is not imputed to you. Although your fundraising role creates a
covered relationship with the day care provider, the task you have been assigned, posting a
notice, affects only a broad class of potential applicants, so the impartiality provision in the
Standards of Ethical Conduct does not apply. 

Social Media Ethics Issues
Some Scenarios
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PYou have a “covered relationship” with past
employers
< This means that if a reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant

facts would question your impartiality, you cannot participate in a specific
party matter with someone who is a party or represents a party to that
matter.

PReal scenario:
< In 2006, a senior official of the Interior Department resigned after

allegations surfaced that he tried to steer a $2 million contract to a
technology firm that had been one of his clients before he joined the
federal government.  For purposes of discussion, assume that the official
had worked for his former client in the year before taking the actions
mentioned.

< Is there an impartiality problem?
< Yes. When the official tried to steer a $2 million contract to his former

client, he participated in a specific party matter (the contract), even though
he had a covered relationship (former client within the last year) with a
party to that matter. A reasonable person clearly would have questioned
his impartiality as a result of this relationship.

Issues with Past Employers
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P Misuse of Position is part of the Standards of Ethical Conduct
which says that you cannot use your federal office, title or
authority for any of the following purposes:
< For your own private gain, or for the private gain of friends, relatives or persons with

whom you are affiliated;
< To endorse any product, service, or enterprise;
< To disclose nonpublic information or use nonpublic information for your own private

gain or anyone else’s; etc....

P Question
< Can an employee utilize ONC data as part of their Master’s thesis?

P Before you answer consider some related questions
< Is the thesis being paid for by ONC?
< Are the data publicly available?
< Is the employee obtaining the information in the same way that a non-employee

would?

P Answer
< Probably not, unless the data are publicly available on the ONC website to the

general public
< In addition, the employee cannot utilize any government resources while preparing

their thesis

Misuse of Position
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P If it doesn’t feel right or comfortable, then
don’t do it

P It’s always a good idea to ask a question

PCommon sense is a good thing to have

POr, in other words...

The Bottom Line
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PThe Ethics Office is here to help

PQuestions should be submitted to
Kathleen Fyffe.

What if you don’t remember all of
the rules?
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